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Almost all (94 percent) of the Nation's schools, colleges, or departments of
education (SCDE's) have implemented one or more measures to improve the quality
of teacher candidates during the past 5 years, according to a recent survey con-
duCted the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) through its Fa St
Response Survey System (FRSS).

The survey was requested by the National Commission on Excellence in Education
to provide input from SCDE's on the issue of improving teacher education. During
hearings held throughout the cnuntry; the Commission was presented with often
conflicting recommendations on how to improve the quality of teacher education.
Although many of these recommendations required changes in Federal, State, or
local policies, several applied directly to schools/departments of education.

Some of the recommendations directed to SCDE's included 'raising the standards for
entry into the teacher education program, making the curriculum more rigorous; and
extending the program beyond 4 years. Among the methods suggested for improving
the curriculum were increasing requirements in liberal arts (general studies),
increasing professional studies, and increasing the amount of student teaching. The
Survey was designed to obtain the opinions of heads of schools/departments of
education regarding these recommendations. (Descriptions of the survey and the
Survey questionnaire are included in latter sections.)

Improving Teacher Candidate Quality

When aSked about measures implemented to improve teacher candidate quality; over
four-fifths (85 percent) of the SCDE's reported making the curriculum more rigorous
during the past 5 years, and almost three-fourths (74 percent) had raised the criteria
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for entering the teacher education program (see table 1). About one-half of the
department head8 highly preferred these measures as methods of raising the quality
of teacher dandidate8 in their institutions (52 percent for strengthening the etcriculum
and 47 percent for increasing entry standards).

Another suggested method for improving teacher quality is extending teacher education
beyond 4 years. SCDE's gave this method little support, a finding that contrasts_
sharply with the recommendations of any education authorities, both in testimony
to the Commission and in eduCation literature. Only 5 percent had extended their
teacher preparation programs, and only 15 percent expressed a high preference for
doing so. Moreover, a majority (57 perdent) gave this measure a low preference
rating (not shown hi table). It is not clear whether this lack of support represents
the perception that such reform is undesirable, infeasible, or both.

Classification ns

The survey findings were also analyzed using a newly adopted classification of
institutions of higher education based on total degrees awarded and the fields in
which the degrees are awarded; Each 4-year institution is classified as either
doctoral, comprehensive, general baccalaureate, or specialized. 1/ ApproXimately 60
percent of all 4-year institutions (varying proportions in each of the four categories)
have an SCDE with an elementary or secondary teacher education program.

Department heads in doctoral; comprehensive; and general baccalaureate inStitutions
expressed similar preferences for raising entrance criteria and making the curriculum
more rigorous. Furthermore, they had implemented these measures to a Similar
degree (table 1). Doctoral institutions were more in favor of extending the program
beyond 4 years than the other institutions but were no more likely to have
implemented this measure. Responses from SCDE's in specialized institutions,
however, differed from those of SCDE's in other institutions on two measures.
First, specialized institutions were less likely to highly prefer raising the criteria
for entrance. On the other hand, they were more likely to have implemented
curriculum improvement during the past 5 years.

Public/Private Institutions

Department heads in public institutions expressed a higher preference for raising
entrance standards and extending the program than did those in private institutions
(table 1). hi addition, proportionately more public institutions had raised the
criteria for entering their teacher education programs;

1/ Doctoral inStitutions are characterized by a significant level of activity in. and
commitment to doctoral-level programs; Comprehensive institutions have a
strong post-baccalaureate program, but do not engage in significant dodtoral=
level education. General baccalaureate institutions focus primarily on under
graduate baccalaureate education. The-speciali7ed ontegory includes professional
and specialized institutions. Specialized institutions that have SCDE's are primarily
buSinesS, divinity, and teacher colleges, with, teacher colleges comprising less
than half of these institutions.



Change in Degrees Conferred

The percent change in the number of bachelor's degrees in education conferred
betWeen 1975=76 and 1980-81 was computed for each SCDE; As a result, SCDE's
were elaSSified into three categories: high decrease (40 percent' or more decrease),
moderate dedreaSe (between 10 and 39 percent decrease), and low decrease/increase
(less than i0 percent decrease or increase). 2/

Some differences in responses by percent change in degrees occurred; but there was
no consistent pattern. Proportionately more institutions with small decreases or
increases in degrees had raised their Criteria for entering their education programs
during the past 5 years, compared with institutions that had large decreases in
degrees; hbweveri all three groups were similar in prefeming this measure (table 1).
Institutions with small decreases or increases, to a -greater extent than the other
institutions, also preferred extending the program beyond 4 years;

Characteristics of SCDE's

Of the 1;206 SCDE's offering elementary or secondary teacher education_ programs,
11 percent were doctoral institutions, 32 percent were comprehensive institutions, 49
percent were general baccalaureate institutions, and 8 pereent Were specialized
institutions (table 2). Approximately 108,000 bachelor's degrees in education were
awarded in 1980-81, 31 Over three-fourths of these were conferred by doctoral and
comprehensive schools_ (31 and 47 percent, respectively), while 18 percent were
awarded by baccalaureate schools and 3 percent by specialized schoo18. 4/ The
average number of bachelor's degrees per institution ranged from 36 in general
baccalaureate schools to 264 in doctoral schools.

2/ The number of bachelor!s degrees is based on data obtained by NCES through
the earned degrees portion of the annual Higher Education General Information
Survey (HEGIS) for academic years 1975-76 and 1980-81, The percent change
was computed for SCDE's for which earned degree information for the 2 years
was available and which awarded more than 15 bachelor's degrees in education
in 1975-76 (a weighted total of 943 institutions). Institutions that awarded 15 or
fewer degrees were excluded from the percent change analysis, because the
percent changes in degrees for these institutions were based on too few degrees
to be meaningful;

3/ In 1980=81, there were about 141,000 newly qualified teachers; according to the
National Education Association_ (Teacher Supply and Dem
1981-82), Ineluded were the 108,000 bachelor's degree recipients noted above;
and about 33,000 other persons who received bachelor's degrees in other fields
or master's degrees, but who were also qualified to teach for the first time

; I I

4/ Estimated from the earned degrees portion of the NCES Higher Education
General Information Survey (HEGIS) covering the 1980-81 academic year Data
on bachelor's degrees in education were missing frOm this file for 14 SCDE's in
the sample (an estimated 78 SCDE's in the universe).



Of the 1,206 institutions providing elementary or secondary teacher education; the
majority of dodtoral and comprehensive schools are publicly controlled (75 and 66
percent); while most of the general baccalaureate and specialized schools are
privately controlled (82 and 98 percent). Overall, 38 percent of the SCDE's are
public institutions and 62 percent are private. In 1980-81, public institutions
a warded 78 percent of the bachelor's degrees in education, while private institutions
a warded 22 percent (not shown in the table).

In the 1975-76 academic year; 155;000 students received_baccalaureate degrees in
education; In 1980-81; the number had dropped to 108;000; a decreaSe of 30 percent;
Doctoral, comprehensive, and baccalaureate institutions all experienced about the
same percent decreases (30-31 percent) in baccalaureate degree§ in education over
this period, while specialized institutions averaged a 17 percent decrease.

Improving_the_Teacher Education Curriculum

No consensus emerged from department heads on methods to improve the teacher
education curriculum; "Increasing general studies" and "increasing the amount of
student teaching" received_ high importance ratings from 30 and 28 percent of the
SCDE's, and low importance ratings from 28 and 40 percent (see table a).
"Increasing professional studies" was perceived as least important; only 15 percent
of the department heads rated it highly important; while 41 percent said it was of
low importance.

Department headS who considered additional general studies as highly or moderately
important (71 percent) also indicated which of three specified fields should be
increased. Language/communication skills was the leading field (79 percent),
followed by mathematicS (65 percent), and science (45 percent).

Classification of Institutions

In ratings of methods to improve the teacher education curriculum, responses varied
according to institutional type; particularly for specialized institutions ; however;
since the number of specialized schools is small; many of the apparent differenceS
were not statistically significant. One difference that was significant concerned
the importance of professional education studies (table 3). None of the specialized
institutions considered increasing professional studies to be a very important meanS
of improving the curriculum; for the other types of institutions; ratings of high
importance on this method ranged from 11 percent (baccalaureate schools) to 23
percent (comprehensive schools).

Public/Private Institutions

On the whole, perceptions of methods to improve the curriculum were similar for
public and private institutions (table 3), although public institutions,attached higher
importance to increasing professional studies compared with private institutions (21
percent vs. 11 percent).

4



Graduation_ Requirements

Nationally; SCDE's require elementary school teacher candidates to take 31 semester
credit hours a/ of professional Studies and 10 credit hours of student teaching; on
the average (Table 4) (see attached _questionnaire for definitions of these require-
ments); For teaching at the seCondary level, requirements average 19 credits in
professional studies and 10 in student teaChing. 6/ The required hours in these
areas, however; vary widely across SCDETS. For7 example, about 10 percent of the
SCDE's require 46 or more credit hours of profeSSional studies in their elementary
program, while another 10 percent require 19 or fewer. Based on an _average of
120 credit hours needed to graduate with a bachelor's degree, the average profes-
sional studies and student teaching requirements constitute about 35 percent of the
total credits at the elementary education level and 24 percent of the total at the
secondary :level;

While most teacher- training occurs in 4=year, programs, about 5 percent of SCDE's
have 5-year programs; most of which are in California. There, a fifth year of
study is required for full credentials, including 18 hourS of professional studies; 12
hours of student teaching; and a bachelor's in a non - education field; There-
fore, California requires slightly more student teaching; on the average, but con-
siderably fewer credits in professional studieS, particularly at the elementary level.
Individuals can teach in California with preliminary credentials that require a
bachelor's degree and 24 credit hours in educa,:ion (12 hourS each in professional
Studies and student teaching); The remaininoe, year of study, including 6 hours in
professional studies, must be completed within 5 yearS.

In elementary teacher programs, the core professional studieS curriculum consists of
45 percent theory and 55 percent methods, on.the average. This pattern is reversed
in secondary programs, which average 56 percent theory and 44 percent methods.
Although the "ideal" proportion of theory and methods in professional studies has
been a subject for debate, some respondents argued that this question imposed a
false dichotomy. According to them, theory and methods should be, and frequently
are, fully integrated in all education courses.

Classification of Institutions

Although requirements for student teaching and professional studieS generally are
similar among the different types of institutions; several significant differences_
emerged for the elementary level program (table 4); Doctoral institutions require
more credits in professional studies than the other institutions; while specialized
institutions require, more student teaching;

5/ Quarter credit hours have been converted to semester credit hours.

6/ The survey attempted to obtain general studies requirements as well However,
during data collection, it became apparent that the diverSity of program
structures among SCDE's and differences in interpretation of general Studies and
requirements led to inconsistent responses. Consequently, this item was dropped
from the analysis.



Financial Effect of Raising Standards

In addition to their assessments of teaching requirements; department heads were
asked whether a significant increase in standards would have an adverse effect on
the financial position of their SCDE. Two-thirds felt a significant increase would
affect them, either moderately (44 percent) or in a major way (23 percent). The
other third felt the effect would be insignificant.

Surve,y Background

This survey was requested by the National Commission on Exe211ence in Education
through the Office of Educational Research and Improvement, U.S. Department of
Education. The survey was. performed under contract with Wetat, Inc., a research
firm in Rockville, Maryland, using the Fast Response Survey System (FRSS). FRSS
was established by LACES_ to collect small quantities of data, needed for education
planning and policy formulation, quickly and with minimum burden on respondents.

In November 1982, questionnaires were mailed to a stratified national probability
sample of 423 institutions of higher education representing an estimated total of
1,206 colleges and universities providing general elementary and secondary teacher
education; institutions providing training in specialized fields only (e.g., agricultural
education) were excluded from the sample. The response rate was 92 percent; All
statements made in the text are significant at the 90 percent confidence level or
better. Standard errors for selected items are presented in table 5 as a general
guide to the precision of numbers in the tables.

For More Information

For information about this survey or the Fast Response Survey System, contact
Douglas Wright, National Center for Education Statistics, Brown Building, Room
600, 400 Maryland Avenue, SW., Washington, D.C. 20202, telephone (202) 254-7230.
For single copies of this bulletin, or for more information about the Center's
statistical program, contact the Statistical Information Office, at the same address,
or telephone (202) 254=6057.



Table 1.--SCDE preferences for methods to improve teacher candidate quality and imple-

mentation of these methods in the past 5 years, by SCDE Characteristics:

United States, winter 1982-83

SCDE characteriStide

High preferenCe Implemented it past 5 years

Make_ Raise_
curriculum entrance

more criteria
rigorous

Extend
Program
beyond
4 years

Make_
curridiiliim

more,
rigorous

Raise
entrance
criteria

Extend_
program
beyond
4 years

Percent of SCDE's

Total 52 47 .15 85 74 5

.Type of institution:

Doctoral 56 53 28 83 75 6

Comprehensive 54 52 17 84 78 10

General baccalaureate 54 47 11 86 74 3

Specialized 33 23 9 96 64 3

Control:

Public 57 58 21 82 83

Private 49 40 11 88 69

Percent change in
bachelor's degrees
in education: 1/

Large decrease 43 50 II 83 71 4

Medium decreaSe 60 50 10 87 85 4

Small_ decrease/
increase 49 55 24 83 82 10

1/ Between 1975 -76 and 1980.431 Based on data from the earned degrees portion of NCES'

Higher_Education General Information Survey (HEGIS)_for academic years 1975-76 and

1980=81; Data on degrees_conferred in one or both_ years_ were unavailable for some

institutions In addition, institutions awarding 15 or fewer degrees in_1975776 were

excluded because the percent changes in degrees for theSe institutions were based on

too few degrees to be meaningful.

Large decrease -- 40 percent_or_more decrease.
Medium decrease .; between 10 and_39 percent decrease.

Small decrease/increase lesa than 10 percent decrease or increase.
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Table 2.--Distribution of SCDE's with elementary_or secondary_teacher educatiOn programs

in 1982 -83 and bachelor's degrees in education conferred in 1980-81; by
institutional type

Type cf institution

Institutions with
elementary or_

secondary teacher
education programs

Bachelor's degrees
in education
coaferred_in
1980-81 1/

Number
Percent
of total

Number Percent
of total

Average'
number of
badheler's
degrees

per
institu-
t466 2/

Total 1,206

Type of institution:

100 108,000

Doctoral 130 11 33,800

Comprehensive ..... 386 32 51i200

General baccalaureate 590 49 19;600

Specialized 100 8 3,300

100

31
47
18
3

96

264
134
36
45

1/ Egtimated for the sample from the darned degrees portion_of_NCES'_Higher Education

General Information Survey (REGIS) for academic year 198081. Data_on_bachelor's
degrees in education were missing from this file for an estimated 78 SCDE's.

2/ Based on SCDE's reporting bachelor's degrees in education;

Note.--Percents may not add to 100 because of rounding.



Table 3.--SCDE preferences of methods to improve the quality.of_undergraduate teacher .

education curriculum, by SCDE characteristicS: United States; winter 1982-83

SCDE charaCteristics

High importance

Increase
general
studies

Increase Increase
student professional
teaching studies

Total

Type of institution:

Doctoral
Comprehensive
General badCalaureate
Specialized

Control:

Publ;c
Private

Percent ;:hatige in bachelor's degrees in
education: 1/

Large decrease
Medium decrease
Small decreaSe/indrbase

Percent of SDCE's

30 28 15

29 24 17

32 25 23

32 29 11

17 38 0

28 25 21

32 29 11

31 33 13

37 25 17

17 29 19

1/ Between 1975-76 and 1950-81._ Based on diti zrtim the_earned,degrees_portion Of NCES'

Higher Education General Information Survey (HEGIp) for academic years_197576 and

1980-81. Data on bacheldt'S degrees -in education conferred in one or both years were

unavailable -for some_ institutions: In additicni institutions awarding 15 or fewer

degrees in 1975-76 were excluded because the percent changes in degrees for theSe

institutions were baSed on too few degrees to be meaningful.

Large decrease -- 40 percent or more decrease.
Medium decrease -- between 10 and 39 percent decrease.
Small decrease/increase -- less than 10 percent decrease or increase.
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Table --Average number of credit hOurS_required,in undergraduate teacher education

programs; by SCDE characterietics: United States; winter 1982-83.

SCDE characteriStiCS

Elementary Secondary

Professional
studieS

Student
teaching/
practicum

Professibbal
studies

Student
teaching/
practicum

Total

Type of institution:

Doctoral
Comprehensive
General baccalaureate
Specialized

Control:

Public
Private

31.3 10.5 19.0 9.8

34.3 10.9 19.6 9.4

30.6 10.7 18.1 9.8

31.7 9.8 19.4 9.4

28.6 13.0 19.3 14.7

31.8 11.1 18.6 10.1

31.0 10.1 19.3 9.6

Ii
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Table 5.--Standard errors of selected items

Item

National averages:

Credit hours required in professional studies (elementary
level)

Credit hours required in student teaching/practicum
(elementary level)

Credit hours required in professional studies (secondary
level)

Credit hours required in student teaching/practicum
(secondary level)

Percent of all SCDE's:

Indicating high preference for raising entrance criteria

Indicating high preference for making the curriculum more
rigorous

Indicating high preference for extending the program
beyond 4 years

That raised entrance criteria in the past 5 years

That made the curriculum more rigorous in the past 5
years

That extended the program beyond 4 years

Indicating high importance for increasing student
teaching

Indicating high importance for increasing professional
studies

Indicating high importance for increasing general studies ..

Percents and averages for SCDE's, by institutional type:

Percent general baccalaureate schools indicating high
preference for making the curriculum more rigorous

Percent general baccalaureate szbools indicating high
importance for increasing professional studies

Percent specialized schools indicating high importance
for increasing student teaching

Percent specialized schools indicating high importance
for Increasing general studies

percent doctoral schools indicating high importance
for increasing general studies

Average credit hours required in student teaching
in specialized schools (secondary level)

Average credit hours required in student teaching
in comprehensive schools (secondary level)

Estimate Standard
error

31.3 0.4

10.5 0.2

19.0 0.3

9.8 0.2

47 2.6

52 2.8

15 1.4

74 2.3

85 2.7

L 1.1

28 2.2

15 1.7

30 2.8

54 5.0

11 3.7

38 20.7

17 11.1

29 4.4

14.7 4.2

9.6 0.2

Note.--Statistics used in this report are subject to sampling variability. The estimated
standard error of a statistic (a measure of the variation due to_sampling) can he
used -to examine the precision_obtained in a particular sample; If all possible
samples were surveyed under similar conditions, intervals of 1.645 standard errors
below to 1.645 standard errors above a particular statistic would include the-
average result of these samples -in approximately 90 percent of the cases. For _

example; for the first item in the table (average number of credit hours required
in professional studies at the elementary level), a 90 percent confidence interval
is from 30.6 to 32.0 credit hours (31.3 + 1.645 times .4). If this procedure were
fellowed_for every possible sample, about_90 percent of the intervals would include
the, average number from III possible samples

1 I 1 4.,



Survey Questionnaire
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This retort le_auWoriaed by_law_120_0.S.C__.__1121ef11._ While You are not

requited CO reepo u. -your cooperative is :Plaided to make the teeutS Of
this survey campteheEive. Separate. and timely.

Flaw assure -toe -iolloaih*AtiditiOns_for_YOW on...campus.
undergraduate regular-professional-programs-fac-initia

teaching_certifiCation for the 15112-1,113-ecademic-yeac.
AVD 0.22 APPLY =LI TO .11LENNNTART Amp drecerDear PeoceAmi

AS own= sascr. Iss RINRININI3 oescrrona APPLY TO ALL UNDEICISADUATE EDUCATION PIMOIAlle.

ineludee almietii elementary. early childhood. pceechool, and/or kindergarten.

Savant/icy Included III Subject specialties and specialisation in ~lot high. junior higti, or E41dli acbeol

teaching.
000-10.00-yrow--,,i-wwwwt-wia-wed ascondary,yroernecr_abacial_education; physical education. fine arta education.

occupational /vocational adecatiou. and wooer support personnel (e.g.. guidance counselors. Ilteacianal.

I. 'newt the_gradolation reguicements-for_undetgtidiStS_Stidente_in
your_ elementary and secondatI teacher Education

programs_inote the el:au:done mentioned above). Average across different per:grams within elementary and secondary,

_______ averages
Elementary -Secondary

-usissuideavt_ualmtwnrgcsarasents

A. Credit house_reguired in general Studies lAnY courses offered outside- the education
echcol/dispectment. e.g.. liberal arts. -If -area of_concentration._naier_fleldmof
study, otcEre_teguiced fortember_eandidatee, include the average number of

credit route required in these .1

- -

a. Credit cure requited in etudent teectrine/ptacticum___ 9.8

C. Credit hours -requi red -in- professional atudies_:Thoie de:ease offered or the educe-
tion_aehooLidebrittment am pact of the preparation of teachers ENCLUDINO CREDIT

_10.5±-

31.3
_...-

19.0MOORS no STUDENT TEACIIINO/PRACTICUM.1
-
0. cheer' whether semester or quarter hours are used. *Nestle I_I cuartec 1--I

E. Check length
o-f your teacher educatioc_krpriair_i_yee_u s_r_car 1--11 Other I -I Specify

II. within the credlt_boore_reguiced for professional studied 40.1.C1, there are core repitements. core-reguicaments

consist of them, costme that all-ktudeat must take_aed_thome_thst ski:dekko meet seiect from a specified group of

courses -with _sesilac_cootent._emeledine_student teacbing/precticum. Estimate the percent of theory and isethod in

the car.roVn-tommitv for elmmentasT and secondary teacher education.

Ceti respritemente

Averages
Elementary Secondary

A. Percent theory (theoratinel rinciples to explain teaching and learning,

S. Percent methode_ltecheiclUee_fer_teeohing subjeat matter: 55

In. A. Cheek high. medium. ocrlos_to_lridicate your pre-
firence for each of the following eelbrures for
Improving -the quality of undecgridiakii teacher
sendidatee in school /department ce education.

--Percents

-

S. Cbeck yes or no to indicate whether your school/
depertnent_of education hes implemented each of
the following activities in the peat S years.

erce

A. Preference
S. Olpiemeoted

Meamucee to improve teacher candidate quality

Rich Medium Low
Yes MO

47 40 12 1. Raising criteria foe stikorie to the school/department of education 74 26

52 41 7 2. Making the_cuittimile/ehaller for students as 14

15 28 57 3. Extending_the_lengthet teacher education beyond 4 yeses 5 94

4. Other (specify),

...NNW

-

fe. check high. medium ot_low_to_anosoace_tne_importance of each Of_t_he following methods to improve the quality of
the curriculum for undergraduate teacher preoatation in MEE school/depart:sent of education.

PdtCerltS

-----------
Methods to improve quality of curriculum for undergraduate teacher preparation

Ioportance
High m4Ume Low

A. Increase the amount of required atud.we treching/Otectieum 28 32 40

S. Increase the number of- requires ofeielonal studiee_credit hours 15 44 41

C. increase_the etimbet_itidlet_gUality of required genera/ studies credit hours.
checked high or medium importance. indicate which aaaaa

IL you
30 4-1 28

Math I--1: Science I I: CommunIcation/language Ovhar_l___I _Specify__

V. If-your school/departSent of education wet., to raise standards significantly for undergraduite_teiebet_prepitation,
what. if any. adverse effect would there be on your school/deportment's ability to support itself financially?

Little nr nuns weditete pilot I :

Perrin completing the Dorm

SchdJi State Phone

Title

ED (NCES1 2377-11. 11/112

Note: Some national summary estimates Are provided here. Headings (e-g =/

"averages," "percents;" etc.) for these estimates were ne included

on the original questionnaire.
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